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                For an ideal day on the water look no further than the 1650 Discover Side Console fishing boat. Featuring plenty of livewell room, rod storage and ample room to put your stuff. This boat will help you find that ultimate fishing experience.
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                For an ideal day on the water, look no further than the 1650 Discover Tiller fishing boat. Featuring plenty of livewell room, rod storage and ample room to put your stuff, the 1650 Discovery side console will help you find that ultimate fishing experience.
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                The Crestliner 1650 Pro Tiller is great for easily navigating any body of water in search of the perfect catch. With ample casting space and well-placed livewell and baitwell, you’ll have everything you need close by when the bite is on.
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                Step into the 1750 Pro Tiller and steer it towards your next catch. This aluminum tiller boat is spacious enough to comfortably cast with the maneuverability and control of a tiller motor  you can get to just about any spot on your favorite body of water.
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                The 1850 Pro Tiller has over 18 feet of angler-optimized space to reel in your next haul. This aluminum tiller boat features a spacious bow and an easy-to-use command console. The all-welded hull ensures that this boat is strong and durable so you can be relentless in the pursuit of any fish, season after season.
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                The 1650 Hawk is everything anglers and families need with a versatile, comfortable and tough all-welded design. 
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                The 1750 Hawk is a versatile, durable and comfortable fishing and family fun boat for anyone who loves the water. 
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                When you're looking to maximize your time on the water, you need the 1650 Fish Hawk. Built with superior durability and the refined features of its larger siblings, it's the ultimate fusion of comfort, fun and fishing performance.
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                The 1750 Fish Hawk is one of our most capable 17' multispecies fishing boat with tons of storage and multiple livewells.  The optional ski pylon gives you way to enjoy your favorite towing activities. The easy maintenance of all-welded strength of the Fish Hawk will give you peace of mind to focus on fishing.
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                The 1850 Fish Hawk is the ultimate angling adventurer, giving the versatility to fish, tow or play at a moment's notice. With an AP-X Hull, this boat gives you more control, faster responsiveness and better engine performance as you cut through the water to your fishing spot.
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                The 1950 Walk-Through Fish Hawk packs years of innovations and dedicated thinking into a durable, 19-foot package. With plenty of optional features, you’ve got everything you need wrapped up in a stylish package that is uniquely your own.
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                The 1600 Vision is a quality boat you can call your own. This 16' fishing boat allows you to choose from side console, dual console, or walkthrough windshield, so you get a fishing boat with many options that perfectly suits your needs.
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                The 1600 Vision Tiller delivers everything you need to make any day memorable. Featuring a large cockpit with easy access to the command panel, storage and motor all from your seat, this tiller boat will help you take your angling to new heights. 
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                The 1650 Hawk is everything anglers and families need with a versatile, comfortable and tough all-welded design. 
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                The 1750 Hawk is a versatile, durable and comfortable fishing and family fun boat for anyone who loves the water. 
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                With a best-in-class conversion bow and tons of fishing features, the 1750 Super Hawk is built to fish and play. 
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                The Super Hawk 1850 features our advanced AP-X Hull for faster planing, tighter tracking and improved towing.  
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                The Super Hawk 1950 is ready for whatever your day on the water brings, from fishing to watersports. 
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                One ride in the 1850 Sportfish and you may wonder if there's anything this boat can't do. The conversion bow allows you to convert it from a fishing boat to a ski boat in a matter of seconds. Whether you decide to drop a line or cruise  this aluminum fishing boat can do it all.
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                The 1950 Sportfish gives you all the versatility and fun in a smaller package. You’ll never sacrifice features, comfort, durability or strength for size. Just like the larger boats in the family, the bow conversion bench lets you switch from family water sports to fishing in seconds.
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                It's a sport boat. It's a fishing boat. The 2050 Sportfish handles it all with a conversion bow platform that lets you choose how to use it on any given day. Whether you're water skiing or casting a line  this boat keeps you comfortable and entertained.
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                Whether you want to fish for walleye, chase muskies or wakeboard across the water the 2250 Sportfish can do it all. This premium 22'  aluminum fishing boat features a versatile conversion bow making it easy to switch the Sportfish from an optimal fishing boat to a ski boat in seconds. 
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                    6
                

            

            
                Check out 18 feet of open-water dominance. This all-welded aluminum fishing boat is built with the kind of features anglers look for. With an aluminum console, ample rod and livewell storage and a heavy duty windshield, you’re all set to command the open water.
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                The 2050 Commander comes fully-loaded with everything you need for a perfect day on the big water with ampt storage and 2 livewells.  With its legendary all-welded aluminum hull construction, this fishing boat is able to withstand the harshness of the big, open water.
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                For open water fishing, the 1850 Commander Elite is tough enough to stand up to whatever Mother Nature throws at it. Bad weather, big waves—this resilient fishing boat’s all-welded aluminum hull can take the beating and keep moving towards your favorite fishing spot.
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                The 2050 Commander Elite is built to do more than simply handle rough waters. Everything on this aluminum fishing boat is purpose-built to catch fish. The diamond plating on the bow provides an increased layer of durability, so if you're looking to fish way offshore, see yourself in a Commander Elite.
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                This Deep-V fishing boat has all the right features to make sure your day on the open water is a good one. Built with a durable, all-welded aluminum hull, the 2050 Authority will help get you through the rough stuff so you can find the perfect spot to throw a line. 
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                Big water is home to some pretty big fish, and you'll need a boat that can keep up. Built to handle rough, choppy water, the durable all-welded aluminum hull of this big-water fishing boat will help guide you toward all the fish. 
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                Versatility meets value in the 1600 Storm. It starts with a durable, all-welded aluminum Mod-V hull and continues throughout this multispecies fishing boat. With tons of storage and standard tech, this boat ensures a great day of fishing.
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                Featuring an ultra-durable all-welded aluminum hull and ample room to sit, this aluminum panfish boat is built to last and priced right. Whether you’re casting for bluegill or rigging for crappie, the 1700 Storm is the ideal boat for anglers who want a simple, comfortable fishing experience.
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                1657 OUTLOOK SS
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                    16'
                

                
                    HP RANGE
                    25-50
                

                
                    SEATING
                    4
                

            

            
                The 1657 Outlook delivers an optimal on-the-water experience. This dependable stick steer aluminum boat gives you complete steering control, and by driving closer to the front of the boat, you offset weight from the stern for an unobstructed view of your environment.
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                1700 RIDGE
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                    LENGTH
                    16' 11"
                

                
                    HP RANGE
                    40-75
                

                
                    SEATING
                    4
                

            

            
                Step into the 1700 Ridge, start the motor and prepare to catch any bass or crappie in your path. This shallow water fishing boat is built with Crestliner’s signature all-welded aluminum construction that gives it plenty of strength and durability so you can go where others can't.
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            Ridge Overview
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                    LENGTH
                    17' 8"
                

                
                    HP RANGE
                    60-90
                

                
                    SEATING
                    4
                

            

            
                Built specifically to catch crappie and bass, the XFC 179 has the fishing and performance features to get the fish. 
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            XF Overview
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                    LENGTH
                    18' 10"
                

                
                    HP RANGE
                    60-150
                

                
                    SEATING
                    4
                

            

            
                The XFC 189 crappie-fishing boat is equipped with a huge bow, 3-across seat bases and dual livewells. 
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            XF Overview
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                    LENGTH
                    17' 8"
                

                
                    HP RANGE
                    60-90
                

                
                    SEATING
                    4
                

            

            
                A bass- and crappie-catching machine, the XFC 189 is built tough to make all your fishing dreams come true. 
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            XFC Overview
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                    LENGTH
                    18' 10"
                

                
                    HP RANGE
                    60-150
                

                
                    SEATING
                    4
                

            

            
                The XFC 189 is a multi-species aluminum fishing boat with the features you need to catch fish all day long. 
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                MX 19
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                    45042
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                    LENGTH
                    19' 5"
                

                
                    HP RANGE
                    150-200
                

                
                    SEATING
                    4
                

            

            
                Get all the power and stability and casting space you want from a bass boat.  The 19' 5" Mod-V pad hull jumps onto plane rides high and fast and delivers smooth dry performance. Features ample storage for rods and tackle, a massive 45-gallon aerated livewell  and tourney-style seating.
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            MX Overview
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                MX 21
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                    54526
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                    LENGTH
                    21'5"
                

                
                    HP RANGE
                    200-250
                

                
                    SEATING
                    4
                

            

            
                With the MX 21's massive casting deck, you can view the water from everywhere.  This 21'.5" Mod-V pad hull jumps onto plane rides high and fast and delivers smooth dry performance. Inside you'll find ample storage for rods and tackle, a massive 45-gallon aerated livewell to hold your catch back to the weigh-in. 
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                1800 BAY
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                    34190
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                    LENGTH
                    18'6"
                

                
                    HP RANGE
                    90-150
                

                
                    SEATING
                    4
                

            

            
                The 1800 Bay combines the best of our bay boat features while maximizing space and storage. When you take it out on the water, you’ll realize that this center console boat has everything you need to own the day, wrapped up in an efficient, agile package.
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            Bay Overview
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                    LENGTH
                    20'5"
                

                
                    HP RANGE
                    115-150
                

                
                    SEATING
                    6
                

            

            
                No matter if you’re casting or cruising on intercoastal waters, the Bay series offers ample space, a premium console and plenty of stability so you can get the most out of your day—no matter how you spend it.
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                            Supreme Visibility for the Shallowest Waters
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                1860 RETRIEVER RCC
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                    19768
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                    LENGTH
                    18'
                

                
                    HP RANGE
                    40-60
                

                
                    SEATING
                    6
                

            

            
                The Retriever RCC is purpose-built to keep everything within reach. The rear center console lets you navigate difficult waters with ease while giving you quick access to every piece of your essential hunting fishing and adventure gear.
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                1860 RETRIEVER CC
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                    LENGTH
                    18'
                

                
                    HP RANGE
                    25-90
                

                
                    SEATING
                    7
                

            

            
                With this all-welded hunting or fishing boat  you'll definitely have the upper hand on both birds and fish. Featuring fold-down seats  tons of storage for both rods and gear  and plenty of casting room  the 1860 Center Console puts you at a distinct advantage.
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                    18'
                

                
                    HP RANGE
                    25-90
                

                
                    SEATING
                    7
                

            

            
                With this all-welded hunting or fishing boat, you'll definitely have the upper hand on both birds and fish. Featuring tunnel hull for jet motors, tons of storage and plenty of casting room.  The 1860 SC Tunnel Hull puts you at a distinct advantage to fish in shallower water.
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            Retriever CC Overview
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                2070 RETRIEVER CC
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                    LENGTH
                    20'
                

                
                    HP RANGE
                    25-150
                

                
                    SEATING
                    7
                

            

            
                You can only mount what you’re able to take back, which is why you’ll appreciate all twenty feet of this Retriever CC. It’s not only perfect for fishing, its ideal for duck hunting  vessel as well. A tall console and a ton of storage for both rods and tools will help you get your game.
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                1660 RETRIEVER FCC
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                    LENGTH
                    16'
                

                
                    HP RANGE
                    40-65
                

                
                    SEATING
                    4
                

            

            
                When maneuvering hazard-filled waters, it's essential to have the best view. This 16' forward center console boat gives you a wider view and a smaller draft. The ultra-durable, zero-wood construction, all-welded aluminum hull makes this boat one of the best small tunnel hull jet boats to navigate shallow waters.
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                    LENGTH
                    18'
                

                
                    HP RANGE
                    65-80
                

                
                    SEATING
                    7
                

            

            
                This 18-foot forward center console boat is built to give you a maximum line of sight and features a jet engine tunnel hull to maneuver shallow waters. The all-welded construction of the aluminum hull fishing boat is durable enough to withstand even the rockiest shorelines.
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                    16'
                

                
                    HP RANGE
                    20-60
                

                
                    SEATING
                    4
                

            

            
                This aluminum duck boat is built with Crestliner's legendary all-welded aluminum hull  so you know it'll be durable enough to handle whatever you throw at it or in it. The 1660 Retriever is balanced for both hunting or fishing  storage designed to hold rods and tackle as much as firearms and decoys. 
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                    17'
                

                
                    HP RANGE
                    25-75
                

                
                    SEATING
                    5
                

            

            
                When you’re looking for a boat that you can either hunt birds or stalk fish from, make sure you look long and hard at the 1760 Retriever SC. This durable mod-v is right at home in the thick of it and is built with all the features that’ll satisfy any outdoorsman.
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                    18'
                

                
                    HP RANGE
                    25-90
                

                
                    SEATING
                    7
                

            

            
                With this all-welded hunting or fishing boat, you’ll definitely have the upper hand on both birds and fish. Featuring  fold-down seats, tons of storage for both rods and gear, and plenty of casting room, it will put you at a distinct advantage.
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                    20'
                

                
                    HP RANGE
                    25-150
                

                
                    SEATING
                    7
                

            

            
                You can only mount what you’re able to take back, which is why you’ll appreciate all twenty feet of the 2070 Retriever SC. It’s not only perfect for fishing, it is an ideal hunting vessel as well. Features fold-down seats and a ton of storage to get your game--be it in the air or in the water.
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                    20'
                

                
                    HP RANGE
                    75-150
                

                
                    SEATING
                    7
                

            

            
                The 2070 Retriever SC Heavy Duty (SCHD) measures in at 20'. This heavy-duty boat has a .125 aluminum gauge bottom, a broad beam design and an all-welded aluminum hull that can tackle any pursuit be it in the air or in the water. Also features fold-down seats and a ton of storage to get your game.
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                    LENGTH
                    10'
                

                
                    HP RANGE
                    0-3
                

                
                    SEATING
                    2
                

            

            
                Wide and durable, this small fishing boat simply gets the job done.
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                    10'
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                    0-5
                

                
                    SEATING
                    2
                

            

            
                Wide and durable, this small fishing boat simply gets the job done.
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                    11'9"
                

                
                    HP RANGE
                    2-9.9
                

                
                    SEATING
                    2
                

            

            
                Whatever that job is, that’s up to you. Load up this aluminum flat bottom boat with stuff to move or spend a day on the water with your 12 ft CR Jon. Now that’s a job well done.
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                    14'
                

                
                    HP RANGE
                    9.9-15
                

                
                    SEATING
                    3
                

            

            
                You may work hard a lot but you deserve some quality time on the water with this no-frills aluminum jon boat. Durable roomy and with formed-in spray rails for a drier ride the 14 ft CR Jon is a great way to spend some time on the water.
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            CR Jon Overview
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                    14'
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                    9.9-25
                

                
                    SEATING
                    4
                

            

            
                You may work hard a lot but you deserve some quality time on the water with this no-frills aluminum jon boat. Durable, roomy and with formed-in spray rails for a drier ride.  The 14 ft CR Jon is a great way to spend some time on the water.
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                    14'
                

                
                    HP RANGE
                    9.9-25
                

                
                    SEATING
                    4
                

            

            
                You may work hard a lot  but you deserve some quality time on the water with this no-frills aluminum 14' jon boat. Durable roomy and with formed-in spray rails for a drier ride.  
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                    LENGTH
                    15'10"
                

                
                    HP RANGE
                    9.9-35
                

                
                    SEATING
                    4
                

            

            
                Your passion for fishing knows no bounds.  Good thing this aluminum jon boat is here.  With just enough fishing features to keep you going like formed-in spray rails to keep you dry, and its  durable enough to handle whatever the you--or the water--may throw at it.
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                    LENGTH
                    15'10"
                

                
                    HP RANGE
                    9.9-35
                

                
                    SEATING
                    4
                

            

            
                Your passion for fishing knows no bounds.  Good thing this aluminum jon boat is here. With just enough fishing features to keep you going like formed-in spray rails to keep you dry, the 16 ft CR Jon is also durable enough to handle whatever the you--or the water--may throw at it.
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                    LENGTH
                    18'
                

                
                    HP RANGE
                    20-40
                

                
                    SEATING
                    6
                

            

            
                This 18 ft CR Jon is built with an aluminum hull for maximum sturdiness and features formed-in spray rails for a drier ride.  This boat serves as a durable transport from one side of the lake to the other while doubling as a jon boat. 
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                    14' 6"
                

                
                    HP RANGE
                    0-25
                

                
                    SEATING
                    4
                

            

            
                The 1469 Outreach is built for one reason: to provide you with a durable, uncomplicated way to get on the water to catch fish. This small aluminum utility boat is lightweight and easy to move making it great for camping or as a dependable resort boat. 
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                The 1672 Outreach is an ideal combination of durability and affordability, especially when looking for dependable aluminum utility boats. Its rugged simplicity is enhanced with purposeful features like stern split bench seating for easy access to the stern, marine-grade vinyl wrapped bench seats.
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                    15' 1"
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                    20-25
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                    4
                

            

            
                The 1546 Retriever Jon was built with anglers and hunters in mind. With space for four people, this no-frills boat is perfect for those who just want to get outside and hunt and fish alone or with some friends.
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            Retriever Jon Overview
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                    16'
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                    20-40
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                    4
                

            

            
                The 1660 Retriever Jon is a no-nonsense flat-bottomed boat that's ready to hunt or fish at a moment's notice. This 16-foot jon boat has a strong, durable hull made of all-welded aluminum. You can reach any corner of the water in search of your next catch.
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            Retriever Jon Overview
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                1760 RETRIEVER JON
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                    17'
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                    20-50
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                    5
                

            

            
                When you’re hunting or fishing, the moment you step into the 1760 Retriever Jon boat, the first thing you’ll notice is its rock-solid stability. It’s a low-maintenance option that can fit plenty of gear so you can enjoy the day hunting or fishing confidently.
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            Retriever Jon Overview
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                    18'
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                    20-60
                

                
                    SEATING
                    6
                

            

            
                The 1860 Retriever Jon is a strong and simple way to get out on the water and enjoy the day. And with the option to add camouflage paint, whether you’re hunting or fishing, you’ll always have the element of surprise. 
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            Retriever Jon Overview
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                    20'
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                    20-75
                

                
                    SEATING
                    7
                

            

            
                The 2070 Retriever Jon is a 20-foot jon boat built for those who appreciate the simplicity of the outdoors. This low-maintenance option was made for the avid hunter or fisherman who doesn’t need the frills to limit out.
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                1660 RETRIEVER JON DELUXE
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                    16'
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                    20-50
                

                
                    SEATING
                    4
                

            

            
                Not all tiller jon boats are constructed the same, but some are built to withstand a little more action than others. The 1660 Retriever Jon Deluxe is built with anglers and hunters in mind.
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                1760 RETRIEVER JON DELUXE
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                    16' 10"
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                    20-60
                

                
                    SEATING
                    5
                

            

            
                Hunt or fish, you need a hard-working jon boat that can help you snag a few trophies, and you’ll find that in the 1760 Retriever Jon Deluxe. And with the option to add the durable, low-maintenance Crestliner interior, you’ll have a boat that’s as tough on the inside as it is on the outside.
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                    18'
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                    20-75
                

                
                    SEATING
                    6
                

            

            
                From bass fishing to duck hunting, this 18-foot tiller jon boat is the ultimate, all-welded hunting companion. Add storage, livewell, camo paint and more to make it the perfect vessel for your adventures.
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	    Trouble finding answer you are looking for? Check out our frequently asked questions for an answer to your questions!
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	    HOW CAN I FIND MY NEAREST CRESTLINER DEALER?


	

	
    



                        

                    

                

            
        

        
            
            
            	
                	

	
	    Go to the dealer locator on our web site, enter your zip code, and the dealers nearest you will be displayed, along with full contact information.


	

	
    



                
                
            

            
            
                 

            
        

    

    





    
    
    
    
        
            
                
                
                    
                        
                            
                            

	
	    CAN I BUY A BOAT DIRECTLY FROM CRESTLINER?


	

	
    



                        

                    

                

            
        

        
            
            
            	
                	

	
	    Crestliner boats and parts are only sold through authorized dealers. Check out our dealer locator to find a dealer near you.


	

	
    



                
                
            

            
            
                 

            
        

    

    





    
    
    
    
        
            
                
                
                    
                        
                            
                            

	
	    WHERE IS MY HIN (HULL IDENTIFICATION NUMBER) LOCATED?


	

	
    



                        

                    

                

            
        

        
            
            
            	
                	

	
	    The HIN tag on fish boats can be found on the upper right hand corner of the transom, if standing behind the boat looking at the engine.

The HIN tag on pontoons can be found below the deck directly above the right tube near the back, if standing behind the pontoon looking at the engine.

HIN Locations


	

	
    



                
                
            

            
            
                 

            
        

    

    





    
    
    
    
        
            
                
                
                    
                        
                            
                            

	
	    CAN I ORDER PARTS AND ACCESSORIES WITHOUT HAVING TO DRIVE TO MY LOCAL DEALERSHIP?


	

	
    



                        

                    

                

            
        

        
            
            
            	
                	

	
	    Yes. Parts can be ordered through your local Crestliner dealer and shipped to your home. Make all necessary arrangements with your preferred dealer. Parts for older boats are limited. Please have your HIN available – see question #3.


	

	
    



                
                
            

            
            
                 

            
        

    

    





    
    
    
    
        
            
                
                
                    
                        
                            
                            

	
	    WHERE CAN I PURCHASE TOUCH-UP PAINT FOR MY BOAT? HOW DO I KNOW THE APPROPRIATE COLOR?


	

	
    



                        

                    

                

            
        

        
            
            
            	
                	

	
	    To establish which color you need, view the Crestliner paint codes and find all the necessary information to order the correct color. You may purchase paint through your local Crestliner dealer, or any local store that mixes automotive-quality paint.


	

	
    



                
                
            

            
            
                 

            
        

    

    





    
    
    
    
        
            
                
                
                    
                        
                            
                            

	
	    WHO DO I CONTACT FOR WARRANTY OR REPAIR QUESTIONS ON MY CRESTLINER BOAT OR PONTOON?


	

	
    



                        

                    

                

            
        

        
            
            
            	
                	

	
	    Please contact your local Crestliner dealer. Please have your HIN available – see question #3.


	

	
    



                
                
            

            
            
                 

            
        

    

    





    
    
    
    
        
            
                
                
                    
                        
                            
                            

	
	     CAN I TRANSFER MY WARRANTY?


	

	
    



                        

                    

                

            
        

        
            
            
            	
                	

	
	    Yes. Please visit our Warranty section for more information.


	

	
    



                
                
            

            
            
                 

            
        

    

    





    
    
    
    
        
            
                
                
                    
                        
                            
                            

	
	     WHERE CAN I FIND SPECIFICATIONS ABOUT MY CRESTLINER?


	

	
    



                        

                    

                

            
        

        
            
            
            	
                	

	
	    Specifications for the current Crestliner model year are available on our website. All information is divided into our 6 categories of boats & pontoons. Previous year specifications are available in our Catalog Archive.


	

	
    



                
                
            

            
            
                 

            
        

    

    





    
    
    
    
        
            
                
                
                    
                        
                            
                            

	
	     HOW DO I CHOOSE THE APPROPRIATE PROP FOR MY BOAT/ENGINE?


	

	
    



                        

                    

                

            
        

        
            
            
            	
                	

	
	    There are several guidelines to follow when selecting the best prop for your boat/engine.

First, decide what kind of performance you are looking for. Take into consideration not only the weight of your boat, but the weight of the boat with a full load of fuel, equipment and a fishing partner. The easiest way to change performance of the boat is changing the pitch of your prop. If you raise your pitch, you should see an increase in top-end speed. If you lower your pitch, you will get up on plane faster. Keep in mind that changing the pitch will also affect your engine's RPM.

Next, consider aluminum v. stainless steel prop options. Stainless steel props claim better performance and last longer, but aluminum props are less expensive and therefore more affordable to replace. Identify the conditions you regularly boat in and use that in your decision making. Are you boating in shallow or deep water? If you regularly fish in shallow water, you run the risk of getting a ding on your prop. In this scenario you may prefer an aluminum prop which is more affordably replaced. Do you typically use your boat in salt water or fresh water? Stainless steel is often the best option for saltwater applications.

Elevation and other environmental elements can affect your boat/engine's performance as well. Be sure to consult your local dealer when selecting a prop to ensure it's the best option for your circumstances.

Review Crestliner's prop recommendations for many of the boat and engine combinations offered. For additional guidance, please contact your local dealer.


	

	
    



                
                
            

            
            
                 

            
        

    

    





    
    
    
    
        
            
                
                
                    
                        
                            
                            

	
	    I LOST MY IGNITION KEYS. HOW CAN I REPLACE THEM?


	

	
    



                        

                    

                

            
        

        
            
            
            	
                	

	
	    To replace your engine ignition key, get the engine serial number and contact Mercury Customer Service directly.


	

	
    



                
                
            

            
            
                 

            
        

    

    





    
    
    
    
        
            
                
                
                    
                        
                            
                            

	
	    SHOULD I LEAVE MY TANK FULL OF GAS?


	

	
    



                        

                    

                

            
        

        
            
            
            	
                	

	
	    When it comes to this issue you can find arguments that go both ways. The bottom line? You should always stabilize the fuel to avoid residue buildup that clogs carburetors and fuel injectors.


	

	
    



                
                
            

            
            
                 

            
        

    

    





    
    
    
    
        
            
                
                
                    
                        
                            
                            

	
	    WHERE CAN I GET SPARE KEYS FOR MY LOCKING STORAGE COMPARTMENTS?


	

	
    



                        

                    

                

            
        

        
            
            
            	
                	

	
	    For replacement keys, or to have repairs done to the locking mechanism on your storage compartments, work with your authorized local Crestliner dealer.


	

	
    



                
                
            

            
            
                 

            
        

    

    





    
    
    
    
        
            
                
                
                    
                        
                            
                            

	
	     WHY DOES CRESTLINER BUILD SO MANY MODELS?


	

	
    



                        

                    

                

            
        

        
            
            
            	
                	

	
	    It is Crestliner's goal to provide boats that are Built Right for our customers, no matter how they enjoy the water. Whether you're a serious fisherman, a family who loves the lake or a hunter after game, we have a boat designed for you!


	

	
    



                
                
            

            
            
                 

            
        

    

    





    
    
    
    
        
            
                
                
                    
                        
                            
                            

	
	     CAN I TRADE MY CURRENT CRESTLINER BOAT FOR A NEW ONE?


	

	
    



                        

                    

                

            
        

        
            
            
            	
                	

	
	    Many dealers accept trades when customers are upgrading their boat. Work with your local dealer to determine if they accept trades, and establish the current value of your Crestliner.


	

	
    



                
                
            

            
            
                 

            
        

    

    




    



            

            
        

    

    





    
        

        
        
        
        
        
        
        
            
            
                
                    
                        
                            
                        
                        

                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                


                                
                                    
                                        FOR QUESTIONS OR CONCERNS ABOUT YOUR BOAT, 

WARRANTY OR PARTS, PLEASE CONTACT YOUR LOCAL DEALER.
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                                                    CRESTLINER - DISCLAIMER

                                                    
                                                        Some photos and overhead images of Crestliner boats in our catalogs and on this website show factory and/or dealer installed options. Photographs are taken under controlled conditions. Colors are subject to printing limitations and are approximations only. 

All prices and specifications subject to change. Crestliner reserves the right to discontinue models or change prices, specifications, materials, equipment, color or design at any time without notice and without incurring obligations. Outboard model weights reflect the approximate weight of the boat and do not include weights of the outboard motor or accessories installed. 

Every effort was made to ensure that this information is accurate. However, this website may contain inaccuracies, typographical or other errors.

 *All prices are in US Dollars and do not include dealer freight, prep, tariffs, fees, taxes and registration. Prices listed are intended only as a guideline and are subject to change. Dealer sets the final purchase price. See dealer for details.
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